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The Front Page
A lot of local conversation at the moment revolves about the mild dry weather that has
persisted in Hawke’s Bay for weeks. At the time of writing temperatures are still reaching
the early twenties and there is no sign of snow. Winter is officially very close yet many
trees are still sporting large numbers of colourful leaves. It’s all very good for trampers and
others who haunt the outdoors but not much fun for farmers. The uncertainties with climate
around the world have now been picked up by most of us in NZ - most recent to gain media
attention are the huge numbers of young people [Generation Zero] who have marched in the
streets of many cities to express their concerns and demand remedies. Will it make any
difference? GZ is now being urged to “elbow your elders” and the young people have
promised to keep up their noise until something is done. Here’s hoping they will succeed
but, so far, I haven’t noticed any changes in the profligate consumer habits of the baby
boomers.
On the local scene some light relief was provided a couple of months ago when a Wellingon
couple stumbled upon creative use of the conservation estate. In the northern Tararuas an
enterprising young man had set up a brewery in one of the huts where he had been residing
[albeit with a hut pass] for some time. After producing a successful batch of beer he was
expecting a group of his friends to make the walk in to have a party and sample the results!
A visiting DoC ranger could find no signs of illegal behaviour or vandalism so left them to
it. Naturally there was much huffing and indignation on the part of the Wellington trampers
which the media duly reported. Long-term residence in huts is nothing new; those of us who
have lived on or visited the West Coast could point to several instances of unofficial
residency in some of the huts there. Even the Kawekas used to have a couple of older
people who parked up for long periods and hunters are the original overstayers. There are
those who don’t find it that objectionable to have huts used for long periods as long as noone else is disadvantaged; in fact there are plenty who find the most annoying visitors are
those who bring in small children and, even worse, babies. The parents may not mind being
disturbed all night but others do and there is even more concern if they use the hut sink as a
baby bath! Obviously it can be difficult to keep everyone happy at times, particularly given
that tramping clubs are desperate to encourage younger people and ensure the future of our
institutions.
News came out at the end of last year of the death at 82 of a tireless promoter of the
outdoors: in CHB, Rod Appleton-Seymour was long associated with Camp Wakarara. From
1977 when the school closed he lobbied the authorities to leave some of the buildings and,
from there, he and several CHB community groups established the camp that we all know.
He left a huge legacy for hundreds of children who went on outdoor education experiences
in the area and HTC has been one of many other groups that have used the site. We would
probably best remember it as a base for SAREX. People like Rod have contributed a great
deal to the love of outdoor recreation – in Hawkes Bay places such as Camp Tutira and
Camp Kaitawa are also indebted to the community for their existence.
CH
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2431 Te Hoe River Area – Whirinaki FP
19 - 20 January 2019
Thirteen of us set off with the truck and one four-wheel drive along Napier-Taupo State
Highway. Thanks go to Peter for the driving as it was a very slow, bumpy trip along the
pumice surface of Pohokura Road with all its potholes and old washouts. Once on
Waipunga Road we were able to increase speed, arriving at Plateau Roadend at about 9:00
a.m. It was a cool overcast start and, surprisingly, no-one was interested in the longer loop
visiting Upper Whirinaki Hut. We all wandered along the well-benched track, through
podocarp forest (rimu/matai/miro) with beautiful mountain cabbage trees; the botanists
stopped frequently to take photos. We regrouped at the cave by the junction of the main
track and the seldom-used stream route that leads to Upper Whirinaki Hut; most entered the
cave where the easily-weathered ignimbrite has been eroded away. Continuing on over the
swing bridge track with its gentle ups and downs soon led us to the 28-bunk Central
Whirinaki Hut. The afternoon was spent relaxing with a cuppa while some wandered along
the track towards Vern’s Camp, some had a swim and some watched Dillon and Hannah
erect their hammocks under the beech trees by the river. The energetic folk came back and
reported that there was a family of whio just half an hour down the track, preening
themselves on the shingle bank. Everyone leapt into action, grabbing their cameras and we
all managed to get some brilliant shots of the two parents and five nearly full-grown chicks.
It had been reported that there has been a large increase of whio along the Whirinaki River
– trapping has definitely paid off. By late afternoon the hut was full with two family
groups and a pair of women as well as our lot – we joined in with the card games and Anne
and Derek joined Grandad and his grandchildren in toasting marshmallows over a fire. By
10:00 pm all had slid into their sleeping bags and it was a peaceful night.
On Sunday morning all wanted to return the same way, which really surprised me, but I
later found out some were carrying niggling injuries. Also, the thought of wading through
water didn’t appeal in the early morning. We all set our own pace back to the truck, the last
group arriving around at 1:00 p.m. There was a consensus to stop at Tarawera Cafe for a
coffee and something to eat: – sausage rolls and ice-creams were consumed on the nice
deck. Just as we were leaving, the owner came out and had off at Bay View. The others
continued on to Te Aute Road. Thank you to all for coming along and making it another
memorable trip.

	
  	
  
Party: Jude Hay, Marion Nicholson, Fred Chesterman, Anne Doig, Dale Barnard,
Susan Lopdell, Derek Boshier, Peter Berry, Glenda Hooper, Maureen Broad,
Murray Alderson, Dillion Lavona, Hannah
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Central Whirinaki Hut
2432
Waipawa River Gorge
27 January 2019
There was a 7:30 start from Te Aute Road for Joan, Daniel and Anne. The monument at
Maraekakaho was the meeting place for Mary and Susan; thanks go to Joan and Mary for
taking their cars. It was blustery and cool when we arrived at North Block Road carpark
with showers threatening. We had thoughts of climbing up to the saddle and dropping down
to the Waipawa River but, with consultation of the map, it was decided to head to the river
and walk downstream towards Waipawa Gorge. The walk down to the river took us out of
the wind and once we gained the river we had a light wind at our backs. This is a walk I had
done many years ago; my memory and Mary’s GPS showed a lot more riverbank. Nature
has taken its course: much of the journey was in riverbed and the river which was a pleasant
wading temperature. Although the river runs through farmland, the riverbanks are covered
with native bush and there was a picturesque waterfall. After about 1½ hours the river
narrowed between large boulders with quite a torrent of water. We decided that as there was
no evident safe passage we would return upriver. The wind had dropped as we walked
down the river and the sun shone so it was a great day for a tramp. After lunch our return to
the cars was via the Swamp Track and Triplex Hut. Although it was a short day’s tramping,
it was peasant weather, varied scenery and great company. Thanks to Susan for
coordinating this trip.
AD
Party: Joan Ruffell, Daniel Haddock, Mary Gray, Susan Lopdell, Anne Doig
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2433 Western Ruahines: Oroua River Ngamoko Range
2 – 3 February 2019
Party A trip.
Eight on this trip arrived at Petersons roadend in two utes, after picking up Murray at
Norsewood. The day was kind although the forecast not encouraging. On arriving at
Heritage [or Alice Nash Lodge] we found an enormous jigsaw puzzle on the table so most
tried to add a piece or two to the scant bones of it at that time. As it had been years since I
had been there I recalled the trip to Iron Gate as a river womble but soon found that there
were some considerable ups and downs, some because of slip/landslide events. I think we
arrived about 2pm ish, collected firewood, explored the area and several of us went a fair
way up the track to the Ngamoko Range, checking a few stoat traps including a very manky
rat in one! A leisurely time preparing meals, eating and chatting and a reasonably early
bedtime. I had asked for volunteers to come with me up to the Ngamoko Range along the
tops south to Tunupo high point and down the long ridge back to near Alice Nash Lodge.

Dale Barnard on Tunipo Ngamoko Range, looking north towards Otumore Trig

Only one victim was forthcoming, Dale Barnard. Just after 7a.m. next morning we set off
for the tops, and intended to check all the traps [about 140 of them] on the way…only those
that had catches as we had no new bait. We hit the tops at about 11a.m. on a bright sunny
day, in fact the travel along the tops was very hot with the heat reflection back up from the
tussock. So much so that we became short on water, we did fill abottle each from a tarn but
on seeing the colour ditched it. So thirsty, we did the short detour to Heritage Lodge to
quench our thirst and back to the car park. We found about eight rats in various stages of
freshness, two stoats and a half grown possum. With checking the traps the travel time was
quite a bit slower and we did not get to Tunupo until about 3:30. We had expected to be out
by 4-5pm. I phoned Glenda [her phone in fact was locked in my ute] and Sue and Derek
who I did not know had not brought theirs… to advise of our probable 6 – 6:30 arrival at
the carpark. As the other six party members [who had returned back down the river] had
5
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been at the carpark since about mid-afternoon, and apparently every so often one would
pace over to the fence to see if we were coming up the track in the paddock! About 4pm
Glenda found that Murray had his phone, the last one we thought would be so… she
phoned me… ‘where the hell are you’ etc. So, with them now knowing the situation four of
them left for home soon after. The ridge down from Tunupo is about 6km long and
although downhill, not allowing fast travel. In the end Dale and self were out at 7pm so had
had a grunty 17km 12-hour day! Dale as a new member, after this, has been inducted into
the ‘A’ team Hall of Fame! I hope he comes back! We departed on the back roads heading
for Woodville, just arrived at the fish and chip shop near the Caltex station, only a few
minutes before their closing time at 8pm. They had a free cup of tea too which went down
well while we waited. Off with the parcels to barbeque tables at the park by the toilets and
enjoyed the feed in the half dark. Home about 11 pm.
As some trips can end like this it would be helpful if a few people had phones handy, and
that the group know who has them, so potentially useful communications can be made for
late parties.The carpark location had good phone access to the tops and ridges.
Thanks to all for a good trip and an unhurried, pleasant and hilarious evening at the soon to
be rebuilt Iron Gate hut.
Party B: this was a tramp in the Oroua River valley in the Western Ruahine Range, from
Petersen Roadend past Alice Nash, Heritage Lodge and on to Iron Gate Hut for the night.
One blue duck was sighted at Iron Gate. On Sunday six returned back the same way while
the other two did a 12 hour workout: up to the tops at Iron Gate then along the tops and
down again via the ridge below Tunipo, checking traps as they went.
No external copy polishing on these pieces; writer responsibility only.
Party: Derek Boshier, Janice Love, Anne Doig, Susan Lopdell, Glenda Hooper,
Dale Barnard, Murray Alderson, John Montgomerie [organiser]

Irongate Hut, Western Ruahine FP
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Bridge on track to Heritage Lodge

Heritage Lodge with Janice and Anne

2434 Tangoio Falls and White Pine Bush
Wed 6 February 2019
Seven hardy souls, undeterred by the weather forecast, set off from the carpark, first
stopping at Te Ana Falls which were quite spectacular before heading along to Tangoio
Falls for a photo stop. The track at this stage was good and dry, and the signpost to White
Pine Bush said 30 minutes. However, it took us 60 minutes in spite of a few boggy patches
and we were going at a reasonable pace. The rain started just before White Pine Bush but
under the canopy of trees our parkas were not needed. The picnic area was a hive of activity
with families enjoying the public holiday. Then the forecasted rain made its mark so after
lunch we decided not to explore White Pine Bush this time. Parkas were now put on and we
made our way back to our cars in good time. It was great to have Raewyn back with us. RB
Party: Lynn Walch, Margaret Graham, Raewyn Ricketts, Garry Smith, Mike Bull,
Roy Frost, Rodger Burn [organiser]
2435 Tutira Walkway
Sun 17 February 2019
Glenda, Jude, Janice, Peter and I set off from Te Aute Road, meeting up with Des and
Susan at Pettigrew Green Arena. Lake Tutira offers a number of walks including Lake
Tutira Walkway which passes through Tutira Station and the adjoining recreation reserve.
At the lake we parked near the camping area close to the start of Lake Tutira Walkway.
Once over the stile there are two options: Galbraith Track which heads north, along the
eastern side of the lake and sidles around farmland or Kahikanui Track which appears to be
the more direct route across farmland heading east. Peter, Glenda and Susan went on
Kahikanui Track while Janice, Des, Jude and I took Galbraith Track.
Before the group parted company a family of black swans crossed our path; Janice’s photo
of this group later appeared in Hawke’s Bay Today. On Galbraith Track there is a fenced-off
area to the Oporae Pa site. Janice felt we needed to add this to our tramp. It was a pleasure
that this was done. The view of the lake and surrounding country was fabulous but best of
all was the clarity of the lake and the five large trout visible from our vantage point.
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Above Lake Tutira

The two tracks join up at the foot of a forestry road and this is where we started to gain
height. The poled track continues upward over farmland. The climb is from 160m to 494m
at Table Mountain Trig. From the trig there are 360o views of Hawke’s Bay but the fine
weather meant there was a haze impeding the views. Below the trig is a pathway - not
marked on the topo map - which reduces the climb and offers views across the lake only.
Peter and Susan took this track. The walkway continues across the ridge with our group
continuing to Pera’s Track and down a track on the eastern side of Lake Waikopiro. The
final part of the walk is along the road and we were back at the truck by 2:00p.m. Once
again, thanks to Peter for driving the truck.
Party: Peter Berry [driver], Glenda Hooper, Des Smith, Susan Lopdell, Janice Love,
Jude Hay and Anne Doig [organiser]
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2436
Kaweka Hut Site
Wed 20 Febuary 2019
A very hot, calm day with seven walkers to enjoy it: we all left Kuripapango Lakes Carpark
and ambled down the forestry road to the Tutaekuri River crossing which, at this point, was
quite low. Here, a decision was made and three decided that a lazy day at Twin Lakes had
more appeal, mostly because of the hot conditions. An easy walk under the canopy of trees
soon saw us at the larger lake where we had an early lunch and watched masses of cicadas
around the lakes surface and small trout jumping out to catch them. Eventually we followed
the track through kanuka stands around the lake’s edge where Garry and Heather spotted a
decent-sized trout. We then went through to the smaller lake for a look around. On our
return to the main lake we met up with Robbie who had jogged back from Kaweka Hut site
as part of his training for an upcoming mountain race and we all returned to the truck. The
other party members had just arrived and reported an uneventful walk to the hut site and
back. The forest all the way through was very dry and there is still plenty of fallen timber
all the way through from the storms of the last few years. The hut site itself was in good
nick; the HTC plaque looked bright and shiny. Even the toilet is still reasonably respectable.
Party: Heather Stephenson, Garry Smith, Rodger Burn, Margaret Graham, Robbie Smith,
Christine Hardie

Kuripapango Lakes – Kaweka Forest Park
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2437
Maungataniwha Forest
Sat 2 – Sun 3 March 2019
Our fourth trip to check the pitfalls and lizard houses at the Forest Life Force Sanctuary was
excellent not least because of the superb weather. We radio-controlled ourselves in to
Maungataniwha Base, Alan and Brent solving several complex lock problems on the way.
Immediately a prolonged morning tea was over, the team wandered the 500m to the first
pitfall site where we replaced the rusting paint tins with plastic bins baited with morsels of
canned pear. This less-than-onerous task completed, the need for more tea and food became
urgent so we satisfied that. The pitfall grid down at the Waiau River had been flooded more
than once so we abandoned that and put a new one beside the airstrip, an easy drive away,
with a small grid and a line along the bush edge. On the way back we checked the 20 treemounted refuges in the bush, finding 0.75 Auckland tree weta in the functional boxes which
were 100m apart which allowed for frequent legitimate rests. The non-functional ones have
lost their lids either because mice have eaten the inner tube rubber bands or because the
bands had become loose thus allowing the lids to fall off. That done, it was time for an
overdue afternoon tea followed by a brief pause before a sumptuous dinner which started
with kingfish nuggets followed by venison, sausages, a wide range of Fred’s superb
vegetables and an equally splendid salad. Alan had a manful struggle with the new
generator - eventually the instructions were located and read and there was light. With only
a brief pause dessert was served and it was many a full belly that accompanied its owner to
a restful sleep. The night was calm and the moon was slim and late allowing the firmament
to sparkle with thousands of stars, a reward for those needing to 'go for a walk' during the
night. John Mclennan and three Aussies, who had arrived to reduce the numbers of pretty
tame red deer we had seen on our travels, had shot one of them and joined the company
after we had eaten.
Marion whipped up bubble and squeak for breakfast and, once that had been allowed to
settle, we staggered off to inspect the first pitfalls. They had captured some small black
crickets and attracted some of the large local wasp population. Smoko dealt with, we did
the more demanding of the lizard/weta refuges and found a little more than one weta per
functional box. Those who had despaired of finding any lizards were rewarded by a lovely
common gecko in one of the last boxes. The prospect of lunch brightened the grim trudge
back up the hill and, that important refuelling accomplished, it was back in the cars to the
airstrip where one large beetle made the bad mistake of falling into a trap. I was not
surprised by the minimal pitfall capture as new objects in a habitat make the local target
species wary. [Neophobia if you want to impress anyone).
Class was dismissed for an hour’s playtime before departure and, while some rested, others
pottered hither and yon. My task was to dismantle my tent but halfway through the process
a most interesting beetle landed nearby and demanded to be photographed. Looking up after
that I saw Christine approaching from far away carrying a tent. “Funny,” I said to myself. “I
thought that she and Alan had slept inside”. She was muttering something and, as she got
closer, it became clear that she had seen my tent inner depart on the same gust that had
delivered the beetle. I was, of course, grateful both to her and to the beetle.
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Marion impressed us all by sweeping the common room/kitchen, deftly manoeuvering
around the feet of the hunters. Many a modern woman could learn a thing or two from her.
The locks posed less of a problem on the way out and, apart from a stop at Tutira’s icecream shop, we made it home in good time. If you think this trip seemed cushy, being
mainly devoted to eating with brief episodes of minor exertion, you are dead right. Come
along next time, bearing gourmet food.
ML
Party: Alan Petersen, Christine Snook, Mary Gray, Penny Isherwood, Brent Hickey,
Fred Chesterman, Marion Nicholson, Sue Lopdell, Mike Lusk [organiser]

2438
Happy Daze Hut
Wed 6 March 2019
A beautiful day with barely a cloud over the ranges was a good omen for our day’s walk.
Permission had been kindly given for our truck to be driven over two adjacent farm
properties, thus avoiding a walk over the comparatively featureless farmed parts. We signed
the requisite papers with the Ellison farm and had a discussion about the frustrations of
health and safety requirements these days, not to mention officious bureaucrats! We then
trundled on through gates and past groups of sheep before stopping fairly close to the route
to Makaretu River. From there it was over more fields and a walk through a last gate and
down to the water along a farm road that went through some bush – finally! On the way we
were intrigued to see a very derelict Nissan 4-WD well established amongst the vegetation.
The water level was very low and, after an easy splash and stroll upriver, we emerged onto
11
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the continuing farm road on the true right. This would lead us along to Happy Daze which
is past the private huts and through the supplejack jungle plus stands of miro, matai and
rimu. There were plenty of places where we could admire the splendid vistas of the Ruahine
Range. The hut has enjoyed a very good clean-up by the farmers and their friends from my
last visit two years ago, bearing in mind that DoC has designated this hut as "minimal
maintenance" and could have it removed if not kept up to scratch. There was enough
furniture for us to take outside and have a comfortable lunch time while we watched young
Des boiling his little billy. We later swarmed over the old tractor nearby – this farmer must
believe in allowing his old vehicles to retire gracefully in the outdoors. Happy Daze has
obviously been been visited many times by HTC members over the years but this route was
a new one for the mid-weekers which made it a worthwhile jaunt. Thanks must to the
farmers and to Christine again for driving.
RB
Party: Christine Hardie, Barbara Phillips, Janice Love, Margaret Graham, Anne Doig,
Heather Stephenson, Scott Campbell, Garry Smith, Robbie Smith, Des Smith,
Philip Mardon, Rodger Burn

Brrmmm, Brrmmm
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2439
Makaretu Hut – Ruahines
Sun 17 March 2019
Private vehicles were used today to transport eight trampers to the Ruahines on a mild
overcast day. We obtained health and safety permission to walk through two farms where
we also parked the vehicles near the crossing point of the river. The water level was low in
the river as we crossed it at the beginning of the farm track and it remained so for the
continuous crossings to the hut and back. After one hour of easy walking along the farm
track, we arrived at Happy Daze hut for a special morning tea for a member's 65th
birthday!! Descending to the river, the track was rather overgrown with ferns but soon
it opened into bush and it was here that Joan spotted an Easter orchid in full bloom. More
were spotted further up the river. The tramp was intended for Awatere Hut but we took the
south branch which eventually led us to Makaretu Hut. Many river crossings for the next
four kilometres were sometimes hindered by large tree trunks but we all managed well with
one or two having minor falls, including myself. Wherever we spotted a clearing that may
have diverted us from the river we pushed through some tricky undergrowth which was
more pleasant than the constant stone riverbed. By 11:45am we decided to stop for lunch
and check our position at the junction of the three tributaries. Maps and Scott's GPS
revealed we were only minutes from Makaretu Hut.

Makaretu Hut

Three or four members had not been to this hut so it was a happy outcome. We returned
down the south branch of Makaretu River, avoiding the tree obstacles, and made it back in
just on two hours. A young deer sprinted across the path in front and behind a few of us in
the bush area before Happy Daze Hut. Attractive moss-covered waterfalls and banks
covered in ferns along the gorge-like areas were a talking point and time to stop and refuel
in our native natural surroundings. Thanks to Kim and Jude for transport today.
Party: Daniel Haddock, Kim Morgan, Scott Campbell, Jude Hay, Susan Lopdell,
Anne Doig, Joan Ruffell, Janice Love [organiser]
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Happy Daze Hut

2440
Yeomans Track - Ruahines
Wed 20 March 2019
Today we left at 8am with a pick-up at highway 50, totalling 11 trampers. We had a visitor
originally from Vietnam, Margaret’s daughter-in-law, who enjoyed her day travelling in our
truck plus the day walk to Ellis hut.The truck was parked at the end of Wakarara Road and
we walked down to the river from there. The Makaroro has changed its course from my last
visit and, today, was a narrow channel on the far side where the track to the signpost
junction starts. The river had an average current and was just over boot depth to cross. After
walking an hour through this historic route where logs were once pulled to the mill, we regrouped for refreshments before continuing to Ellis Hut.

Roy Frost at Ellis Hut
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Another hour later we finalised fitness levels so myself and Pauline returned slowly back to
the truck while the other nine went on to Ellis Hut where they had lunch. A good 30
minutes was spent at the hut, reading, talking of its history and wooden construction.
Pauline and I botanised back along the track, stopping at interesting flora and fauna.The
birds which were seen or heard were kereru, piwakawaka, tui, titowaru and a group of
rifleman, titipounamu. The re-generation of rimu, miro and other natives was evident and
the cabbage tree avenue was clearly visible with the leaf fall. Interesting fungi and the
purple berry, dianella were attractive along this easy grade Yeoman's Track. With a mild
overcast day and a welcome cuppa at the end of the day, we travelled back in comfort with
Christine our driver.
Party: Christine Hardie, Rodger Burn, Margaret Graham, Trang (visitor), Barbara Phillips,
Garry Smith, Des Smith, Pauline Mahoney, Roy Frost, Heather Stephenson,
Janice Love [organiser]

2441
Kuripapango - Kawekas
Sun 31 March 2019
The planned trip to Cameron did not go ahead because of possible high river levels in the
Ngaruroro. As there were no takers for an overnight trip to Kiwi Saddle a day trip was
organised. Still, however, only three travelled to Lakes Road carpark to start their walk up
to Kuripapango Trig. Maybe it was the forecast of not-so-fine weather but the forecasters
were wrong! We had a brilliantly fine day up there, a little mist first thing which turned to
sunny blue skies. The sun’s rays through the fir trees were spectacular as we started up and
we got good views of the lakes.

At the junction with the track down to Cameron Carpark we met a hunter who had come up
for a morning's hunt and we had a brief spell there chatting with him. We then carried on
towards Kiwi Saddle to lunch at a sunny viewpoint in the beech forest, about 30 minutes
from the junction where we had good views all the way to Ruapehu. Janice had carried on
a little further and found a similar spot for her lunch. Afterwards we headed back the way
15
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we came but diverted up to Kuripapango Trig for a look around before descending to Lakes
Carpark. We then decided to see if we could get down to Kuripapango Lakes from the old
Lakes Road. After a half hour walk down the road, not seeing any ready access to the
Lakes (except for a vehicle track with a Keep Out sign), we returned to the car and went
home.
Party: Janice Love, Susan Lopdell, Glenda Hooper
2442
Waikamaka Hut – Ruahine Range
13-14 April 2019
The Fixtures List had this as a midday start which was soon changed to an 8:00am start.
Derek’s truck left with five on board on a clear autumn day for North Block Road at a
sensible time. The water level was low and we did not have to hurry up Waipawa River. On
arrival five hours later at Waikamaka Hut, I was very impressed with the new verandah,
water tank, and sink bench that lifts our hut into an A1 standard. The build team have
completed an enormous job to provide facilities we can all be proud of. Thank You!!!!
Comfortable conditions and reasonable weather made for a relaxed enjoyable weekend. On
Sunday morning Robert and I went up Rangi Creek to check the condition of a big slip that
had blocked the creek but it wasn’t as bad now as I expected. The Spaniard appears to be
expanding its cover in the tussock up to Rangi Saddle and will encourage the wearing of
long trousers and sleeves for protection. I unfortunately lost my phone up there. While we
were away, Janice, Monty and Derek gave the inside of the hut a thorough tidy up. We left
at about 11:00am, stopping on the saddle and then in the river for lunch. Plenty of shingle is
still peeling off 66 to feed the Tukituki River. I have enjoyed visiting our three club huts in
the past nine months. Please continue to include them in future trip plans.
GRH
Party: Janice Love, Derek Boshier, Robert Barr, Graeme Hare,
John Montgomerie (organiser)
Waipawa Forks Hut: while the above party was at Waikamaka, Susan and Glenda opted
for an easy tramp in to Waipawa Forks for the night. They left town at 11:00am and went
via Sunrise Track arriving at about 3 o’clock. The afternoon was spent doing a crossword,
drinking cups of tea and collecting firewood for the cosy fire we had that night. After a
good night’s sleep and a tidy-up of the hut we returned to the car down Waipawa River and
along the road.
Party: Susan Lopdell, Glenda Hooper

2443
Te Mata Park
Wed 17 April 2019
Trip venues and dates were changed for this day but a local trip had appeal and 10 walkers
met up at Tauroa Road carpark - a nice surprise to have Marion and Judy again with us.
Surprisingly, there were not too many people on the tracks as we made our way along
Chambers Walk before diverting onto a track mainly used by dog owners to later join up
with the nature trail and down to the giant redwoods for smoko. Eventually, after discussing
the issues of the day, we carried on along the Karaka Track wander beside Farnworth
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Ridge, coming out at the saddle car park. The wind had dropped but, with a possibility of
rain, we headed down along Rongokako Trail where Des found a perfect spot for lunch
much to Graeme’s relief. We then dropped down to the main car park and were impressed
with all the improvements made there. We inspected some of the work done by Mike Lusk
and his team of volunteers. From the lookout we could see the extra 8.5 hectacres that Te
Mata Trust hopes to buy thus extending the range for walkers and cyclists.
RB
Party: Lynn Walch, Des Smith, Daniel Haddock, Marion Nicholson, Judy McBride,
Graeme Hare, Pete Hewitt, Roy Frost, Brent Hickey, Rodger Burn [organiser]
2444
Boundary Stream Area
Sat 20 April 2019
It was a brilliantly sunny day and six of us drove to Bell Rock carpark, arriving around
about 9:00am. We made our way up through the bush, checking weta boxes and watching
birds as we went. Once in the open we followed the track on up enjoying great views right
through to Ruapehu. We arrived at Bell Rock around 11:00am and spent a bit of time
enjoying the peace up there before returning. Susan had somehow managed to lose her
sunglasses on the way up but these were found beside the track on the way down. The
sunny day must have encouraged others to venture out and we passed about 10 groups of
people as we made our way back; parking was at a premium at the car park and along the
road. Lunch was had at the shelter at the main Boundary Stream carpark (no kaka this time)
after which we walked the short loop (Tumanako Loop Track) before driving down the road
to Lake Opouahi. Here we walked around the lake before returning home .
Party: Susan Lopdell, Anne Doig, Anika Hoogeveen, Daniel Berry, Glenda Hooper

2445
Hinerua Hut - Ruahines
Sun 28 April 2019
We left town at 7:00am in the truck with four brand new tyres on it but just past Tikokino
we had to stop to replace one of them that had gone flat! Fortunately it was the outer left
back wheel, the road had a good pull-over area and it wasn't raining. The three guys make
quick work of the tyre change so we didn't lose too much time and were ready to start
walking at about 9:30. We were told that Alder Road has been closed by CHB Council
because of slips and washouts from a rainfall event a year or so ago so, rather than spending
over an hour on the road just to get to the start of the track, I decided to approach it from
Mill Road end. We had permission from the landowner to use a new track that they had
very recently bulldozed and I thought this might be an easier way to get to the bush edge
rather than the old DoC track that wanders up a scrubby ridge near the farm boundary. I
was wrong. The track had been formed to construct a fence on the boundary of the DoC
land and it goes straight up, climbing vertically 300 metres in just over 800 metres. The
morning was drizzly and the newly-formed muddy track was very slippery. Maybe when
the grass grows it will be an easier route but, for now, the old DoC track is recommended
(provided you can find it of course!). Our fast party couldn't so they climbed up through the
scrubby bush track while the other party slipped and slid their way up the new track.
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Laura Rutten – looks like hard work

We left the new track where the DoC track enters the bush and happily strolled along
enjoying the bird life, the trees, the moss and the fungi as we went. It was very pretty but
still rather damp due to persistent drizzle that had accompanied us most of the morning. At
12:30pm it was lunchtime: the fast party had their lunch in the comfort of Hinerua Hut
while the slower party sat down on the track about 500 metres short of the track junction to
have theirs. After lunch the weather cleared but it was time to head back downhill and
everybody used the old DoC track to descend to the flat land above the river. We finished
the last part of the downhill together and, instead of heading upstream to descend the
extremely steep final section on the DoC track to the river, we cut through farmland to find
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an easier route down to the Tukituki. It was then a short meander along the river bank track
until we reached the old 4WD track to take us back to the car park, arriving at around 3pm.
Party: Alan Denovan, Laura Rutten, Kim Morgan, Anne Doig, Peter Berry, Glenda Hooper

2446
Gold Creek Area - Ruahines
Wed 1 May 2019
Who could have guessed that Gold Creek Hut, deep in a narrow valley, has been there for
over 60 years? On May Day a small party visited this immaculate four-bunk hut which has
been well maintained by DoC and volunteers. We were surprised at its condition and it even
sported a new toilet. We left Halls’ woolshed at 9:30am, heading for the farm gate that
leads directly up to the ridge track to the hut. It had recently been cleared, giving us a
pleasant climb through the differing layers of altitude-influenced vegetation of Ruahine
bush. By midday our party started arriving at this lovely hut. We had been expecting
possible showers and high winds but instead we had only a short time of slight, misty rain
and no wind. After a very satisfying day we arrived back in Hastings at 6:30pm. Our
grateful thanks go to Peter Hewitt for driving.
Party: Des Smith, Marion Nicholson, Brent Hickey, Anne Cantrick, Lynn Walch,
Peter Hewitt, Graeme Hare [organiser]

Anne Cantrick at Gold Creek Hut
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2447

Kaweka J and HTC Cairn

Sun 5 May 2019

It was a lovely day for a walk up to the cairn. Graeme Hare and Alan Berry concluded that
the cairn needs tidying up rather than re-building. We could actually do with less rather than
more! People have been assiduously humping rocks up the hill and adding them to the pile
for the past 50 years until we now have a shapeless pile of rocks that is two metres high and
14 metres in circumference.

Have a look at the black and white pic that I took in 1962 - the structure was much more
orderly after that re-build. Bigger is not better. Most of the rocks have been piled on the
western side of the original core and it would be a very big job to remove them so as to give
the cairn a more vertical format, but we should make some effort to restore the shape.
Our recommendations are:
1. Remove some of the low-lying rocks from the front of the cairn (the ones that Graeme
is standing on in first pic). The plaque needs to be given more prominence rather than
appearing to be pushed back beyond a doorstep of rocks. It is not that the plaque has
moved; it’s just that people have kept on piling rocks in front.
2. Remove (and later replace) the top of the cairn so as to expose the top 300mm of the
waratah standards. These are rusty but otherwise in acceptable condition. There are six
standards, four intended to create a frame for the cyclone netting that was originally filled
with rocks to make an immovable core plus two more that the plaque is bolted to.
3. The cyclone netting at the front of the core has stretched and bulged frontwards so that
it now touches the back of the plaque. Having emptied out the top of the core we should
then pull the bulged netting backwards and tie it to the westernmost standards with no. 8
wire (on site, just down the hill to the east). That will restore a more square shape to the
core, at least immediately behind the plaque. See cairn 6. We dug further down than shown
in the pic.
4. If we restore the gap between the plaque and the netting, we should then insert some of
the big flatter rocks from the pile into that gap so that they present a flat face immediately
above the plaque and also keep the rocks behind in their place.
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5. It will not end up as tidy as it was in 1962 but should be better than it is now. And
there will be a lot of spare rocks to spread around Kaweka J for people to sit on while
having lunch.
6. The background silver colour on the plaque is getting quite worn but it is probably
better to just let it age gracefully rather than try to paint it or something.
7. We think it is more than a day trip job so a team should go up on Saturday and perhaps
stay at Back Ridge Hut or Dominie, plus further helpers on the Sunday of the cairn service.
Or it could be done as a standalone trip.
The track up from Makahu Saddle to Kaweka J is getting quite ugly in places now. The
committee might ask DoC to make a specific effort to re-align the track in parts, or allow us
to do so. Also, a small working bee is needed to cut the tutu and other growth back from the
track in the lower section above the hut.
Investigation Team: Alan Berry and Graeme Hare
2448
Te Puia Lodge and Mangatainoka Hot Pools
11-12 May 2019
After a very civilised 7:30am start we forged our way up to Puketitiri; the traffic was
horrendous (we passed one other vehicle). At the start of the Makino track we dropped off
the five fitter members and they headed off up the ridge to go to Te Puia via Makino Bivvy.
Three continued on for a quick peek at Makino Hut before returning to the track junction
and cutting down to Te Puia Lodge. Meanwhile Anne, Glenda and I plodded off past 20
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minute flat (which seems to have become 30 minute flat) and wandered along with a break
every hour or so. I had forgotten just what a lovely walk this is. The river, as always, was
very beautiful, the patches of kamahi forest were bigger than I remembered and as we
neared the hut there were some lovely sturdy young podocarps coming away nicely. We
arrived at about 1:15pm at the hut, just as the sun disappeared behind the hills for the
evening. It was a beautiful fine, sunny, very warm day and the hut was empty so we settled
in. The other five arrived soon after and all bar Peter Berry went up to the hot springs in the
mid-afternoon. There was no-one else there so, after filling a tub, they all had a good soak.
Meanwhile, 32 Massey Alpine Club members meandered past the hut intending to camp at
the springs while a dozen junior vintners took over the other end of the hut. Our hot pool
party met the Massey group, as well as three other couples on their way back to the lodge,
pleased they had gone to the pools when they did.
In the morning there were five blue ducks playing argy-bargy and staging fly-pasts right in
front of the hut. After breakfast and a bit of a tidy-up we just meandered out to the
bluegums, beating the rain by about one minute. Of particular note on the way out was the
cave that Dale knew about (just before the second little wooden bridge heading upstream
from 20-minute flat second). You climb up the hill for five minutes, basically following a
deer trail next to the tiny stream, and you come to an amazing pumice arch with the water
having cut a tunnel right under a pumice flat. Well worth the extra bit of effort to see this
extraordinary natural oddity. Most had a soak in the Mangatutu pools after which we
headed home via Balls Clearing.
PB
Party: Laura Rutten, Alan Denovan, Derek Boshier, Murry Alderson, Dale Barnard,
Anne Doig, Glenda Hooper, Peter Berry

Dale Barnard at Pumice Arch
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2449
Limestone Rocks and Caves
15 May 2019
Another good weather forecast and an easy day resulted in a good turnout of twelve to
repeat a popular trip. Once again Pete Hewitt had got permission for access from the
Mangaharuru Tangaitu Trust to access the Eco-Ed area. After picking up the bulk of our
party from Taradale we made quick progress to our starting point on Pohokura Road where
Rodger eventually sorted out the keys and padlocks. According to Graeme it was now
smoko time which was enjoyed by all in the sun before setting off for a wander around the
hills and the various limestone rock formations which gave many photographic
opportunities.
At this stage we had no need for our packs and Pete had had notice of a cave in the Opouahi
wilderness area by the stream which we eventually found hidden in the undergrowth.The
six bolder and more agile members found the access to the cave was over a number of large
boulders, overhanging squeezes and false leads. Fortunately the river level was low but
Alan was the only one game enough to finally venture right in with a borrowed torch for a
look. He soon returned looking a bit grubby and advised it was not exciting enough for us!
Returning to the truck, we picked up our packs and walked over to Lake Opouahi and the
kiwi sanctuary for lunch and a check of the weir. There were lots of ducks and other water
fowl and we peered hopefully into the water, hoping to see eels. We then did a lake circuit
and trudged back to the truck.
RB
Party: Christine Hardie, Christine Snook, Anne Doig, Janice Love, Pauline Mahoney,
Heather Stephenson, Pete Hewitt, Alan Peterson, Graeme Hare, Roy Frost,
Des Smith, Rodger Burn

Private Tramping Trip – Orongorongos to Wairarapa

February 2019

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One weekend in February, the group I go walking with occasionally, walked through the
Orongorongos from Catchpool Stream to Wairarapa. "Walked" is perhaps not quite the right
term as some of the route was really steep. The trip had been planned for months, the
biggest difficulty being finding dates when we were all available - all being retired, we're
pretty busy, as you'd appreciate. Well, it just about killed me. Just about killed all of us, I
think. In retrospect, the eldest member of the party was heard to say he was pleased to find
that he still had it in him.
On the first day two of us went over Five Mile Track to the Orongorongo River and up the
river for a couple of hours to Papatahi Hut. That was the easy part, so easy that we didn’t
leave town till mid-afternoon and had a late lunch at Wainuiomata on the way. The other
two went over Whakanui Track to reach the same hut, the start being conveniently at the
end of a bus route. It was a DoC hut of the sort that one books and pays for, so it had gas
and all the usual utensils which meant not having to carry a primus, etc. I hadn't read up
about the trip or looked at a map until the night before leaving and was a bit dismayed to
find that the second day was reckoned to take eight hours, but thought that that was
probably just a DoC exaggeration. In fact, it took us 12 hours. I was saved only by having a
very light pack, less than 8kg when I left home. I'd thought of leaving my sleeping bag
behind and taking just a couple of inner sheets and a jacket, but couldn't bring myself to
defy convention so I took the bag and left the jacket. I could have left my parka behind as
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well - there wasn’t rain then and hasn’t been any in the ten days since the trip - and the
overtrou that I didn't realise I was carrying.
We started off that second day on the wrong foot by going up the wrong creek. The leader
had done the trip before, albeit in the other direction and not recently, so the rest of us just
assumed that he knew where we were going. After we'd back-tracked, found the right creek,
and lost an hour in the process, I decided to take more interest in our navigation. At the
bottom of the right creek a DoC sign said 4 -5 hours to the next hut, Wharepapa, but it took
us six, admittedly including a lunch stop of 7-8 minutes. One problem was that the track
was poorly marked. In stretches going down the other side of Papatahi it was marked only
for uphill traffic, which was less than convenient. As well, in many places there was very
little ground trail and there were innumerable windfalls. As you can imagine, we frequently
had to go around, under or through a fallen tree only to have great difficulty picking up the
track on the other side. Where there was a ground trail it was often heavily overgrown,
regrowth having come back with a vengence, presumably as a result of some decades of
pest control. Elsewhere the undergrowth was tinder dry, and I wondered idly what might
happen if there were a fire…..
We got to Wharepapa Hut at 3pm, finding it with difficulty or perhaps by chance, encircled
by large beds of nettles. There we read that we were only the fourth party through since mid
2018 so perhaps that accounted for the scant ground trail. We should have made it a twonight trip and stayed there, but on we went. We were expecting the last leg out to be 2-3
hours, but it took four to five. There was more route-finding and a surprise encounter with a
goat but then, miraculously, just as we were starting to tire a little, the sparsely-marked
track gave way to a straight, gently downhill, moss-lined highway. It seemed too good to be
true. And it was. The final stretch across flat farmland appeared to have no markers or
perhaps we were just too tired to look for them. Our route was constrained by evil-looking
drainage ditches and numerous electric fences (walking poles with rubber handles have
their uses). It was a bit dispiriting to be apparently so close to getting out yet the paddocks
going on endlessly to a road that we couldn't quite see.
The wife of one of the guys - a friend of infinite patience - had been waiting for us since
4pm. When we finally staggered out at about 8pm she'd almost finished her book.
Fortunately, we'd been able to phone her at about 5pm and say we'd be a tad late. Coming
back to Wellington in the infinite comfort of her car (road trips might be de rigeur from
now on) we read on the web (where else?) that a party from the Tongue & Meats had struck
the same problems as we had and had taken almost as long (albeit excluding the wrongcreek diversion). So, bearing in mind that they were probably half our ages, we suddenly
didn't feel so bad. A good thing about the trip was seeing masses of orchids (Earina
autumnalis, I think), funnily enough very much like the one I have growing in a pot by my
back door. And the wrong creek that we’d examined so carefully was rated the most
geologically interesting part of the trip. After all that I need to go and have a little lie down.
Party: Brian Smith and three other septagenarians
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Historical Daily Telegraph Newspaper Report
Kuripapango – As a Holiday Resort

26 March 1900

To the tired man of business who feels in need of perfect rest from the strife and turmoil
inseparably connected with town life, Kuripapango furnishes an ideal holiday resort.
Situated about 46 miles from Napier right in amongst the mountains 1700 feet above sea
level, it is, as it were, entirely shut off from the outside world – no telegraph, no telephone,
and mails only once a week, and, once there, the seeker after rest and renewed health can
completely blot out of his mind for the time being the fact that there is such a thing as work.
There are two regular coach services between Napier and Kuripapango, Mr Rymer’s “Royal
Mail” and Mr Macdonald’s special line. Plant for both services is kept in a perfect state of
efficiency, and the drivers are careful and courteous, being anxious to make the journey as
pleasant as possible to the traveller. The drive to this noted inland resort is a decidedly
interesting one, the scenery being very fine indeed at different parts of the route.
A pleasant break in the journey is made at Willow-ford, where the host of the
Accommodation House, Mr T. W. Williams, furnishes the traveller with a substantial dinner
which is greatly appreciated after the invigorating drive. Nearing Kuripapango evidences
met the eye of the disastrous flood of 1897. There are still traces of the many landslips
which occurred during that memorable period, and the suspension bridge built by the H.B.
County Council to temporarily replace the one carried away by the flood is silent testimony
as to the tremendous amount of water which swept down the watercourse carrying
everything before it. Arrived at “Mountain Retreat” the traveller is heartily welcomed by
Host Macdonald, and one immediately begins to feel at home. Kuripapango has several
“side shows” and visitors can find ample means of putting in spare time.
A climb to the summit of Mount Cameron (4000ft above sea level) is one thing that should
not on any account be overlooked. On a clear day a magnificent view of the surrounding
country is to be had and, with the aid of a pair of binocular glasses, Napier can be seen in
the distance. Two pretty lakes, covering about 30 acres, form another of the principal
attractions of the place. At present the road between the hotel and the lakes is limited to a
narrow track, but it is the intention of Mr Macdonald in the near future to make a carrage
drive to this show spot and place pleasure boats there for the convenience of visitors.
There is some fine bush scenery in the vicinity of the lakes, and two beautiful waterfalls add
picturesqueness to the outlook. To the sketcher, the painter and the amateur photographer
this particular locality has special attractions; the natural beauty of the scenery provides an
abundant supply of subjects for drawing paper, canvas and Kodak. The Lakes have been
well stocked with trout and the enthusiastic disciple of Isaak Walton can pass his time at his
favourite hobby. For one in search of recreation of a more exciting and vigorous nature
there is wild pig hunting. There are several interesting routes for riding in the neighborhood
and many a day can be passed agreeably in this manner. Mr Macdonald keeps a large
number of horses on the property and anyone desirous of qualifying as a Rough Rider can
do so free of charge during his stay at Kuripapango.
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The hotel, which is pleasantly situated, is commodious and well appointed. There is a good
orchard – at this time of the year a particularly interesting feature – and a tennis lawn. The
food is of the very best and the keenly invigorating mountain air speedily gives one an
appetite to do full justice to the excellent dinners provided by Hostess Macdonald and her
two daughters. With all these attractions it is not to be wondered at that Kuripapango has
established a more than local reputation as a health and holiday resort, and that to many
persons worn out with the never ceasing worries of business it has proved the means of
effecting a speedy restoration to health and strength. To anyone in need of a restful change I
can confidently recommend a visit to Kuripapango, knowing well from experience that the
climate, combined with the kind attentions of Host and Hostess Macdonald, will prove
highly beneficial.
By “Wanderer”

	
  

Clive to Clearview
Wed 19 Dec 2018
A warm dry day with a cooling breeze saw Boots on Bikes assembled at Clive. It had been
decided that, as this was the final scheduled ride for the year, we would have an added
celebration with morning tea at Clearview Winery in Haumoana. Accordingly, Rodger
made arrangements with the restaurant management for our arrival so that we could have
freshly-baked scones with our libations. Of course, as a responsible body of senior citizens,
we had no encounters with the wines that this establishment is so famous for and kept to the
caffeine class of stimulants.
The main group had an uneventful ride along the cycleway from Clive which is always
scenic in whichever direction you look. We took the best seats and were soon joined by the
keen people who had biked all the way from Taradale. Last of all, Graeme and Tracy came
in, this time minus Zinnie. The morning tea was well presented and we all agreed that $10
was good value these days for this generous lunchette. [Ed Note: the cost has gone up a
couple of dollars in 2019 but remains a recommended treat]. Peter W left us to go on a
mammoth training ride [he is a competitive cyclist in Waikato where he lives] and then we
all had to leave because the winery had bookings for other people. Des and Ray rode off
over the horizon [as they commonly do] and the rest of us followed our chosen routes back.
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Note: when checking this report some months later the editorial team realised that this was
the last cycle ride that Graeme May came on with us. Sadly, Graeme died suddenly in late
January so the cycling group plans to have a tribute ride to him every year at this time. CH
made a number of visits to Tracy in the following weeks – she passed on her thanks for this
idea and also to the people who went to his memorial service. She has now returned to live
with family in Canada.
Cyclists: Scott Campbell, Rodger Burn, Christine Hardie, Lynn Walch with son Peter,
Des Smith, Ray Manning, Garry Smith, Joan Ruffell, Alasdair Shaw,
Graeme Hare, Heather Stephenson, Peter Hewitt, Graeme and Tracy May

Cycle from Pakowhai
Wed 13 February 2019
Seven members met up Pakowhai Country Park to bike a cicuit to Fernhill and Bridge Pa
before heading back through Flaxmere and along the stopbanks to the start point. The road
works along Pakowhai Road have been completed and the entrance from the roundabout is
much safer than before.
The day was very hot as we set off for Fernhill. Passing the many orchards we noted the
pickers hard at work. By the Fernhill/Omahu bridge we stopped for a smoko on the
riverside then it was down to Highway 50 and Ngatarawa Road, along the trail behind
Bridge Pa Aerodrome and in to the Hastings Golf Club for lunch. Leaving there, it was
down Stock Road through to Flaxmere, along the stopbank and back to the cars. GS
Cyclists: Lynn Walch, Pam Pike, Heather Stephenson, Des Smith, Jim Hewes, Rodger
Burn, Garry Smith [Organiser]

CHB Waipawa - Ongaonga
Wed 27 February 2019
This ride was our first foray into CHB for 2019.The day dawned sunny: blue sky and little
wind. There was a good starting field and, on the face of things, an enjoyable ride, “just
around the corner”. However, “mechanical gremlins” were lying in wait for us. After a long
period of no mechanical problems…we sure made up for it this day. Amongst our misfortunes were several chains coming off, hands getting covered in grease trying to get them
on again, and gear cassettes (the things on the back wheel) going awry.
JH
Cyclists: Christine Hardie, Dennis Beets, Ian Stewart, Mary Gray, Alasdair Shaw,
Joan Ruffell, Pam Pike, Sharon Wellwood, Des Smith, Ray Manning,
Rodger Burn, Jim Hewes [organiser]

Water Ride and Wind
Wed 13 March 201
We gathered at Guppy Road and headed for the sea: along the stopbanks, under the bridges
and tearing north along the coast with the wind threatening to throw us to the ground. Well,
not quite but it was very breezy. There was a lunchette along the Marine Parade and then
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we forged on. Little Annie dropped out and Christine was waylaid. She followed the crowd
through Napier, Ahuriri and Westshore but never caught up despite many shortcuts known
only to local residents. Eventually she had to give up and return to Taradale for an
important date. The rest of the squad made short work of the water ride and were soon
installed at Snapper Park Café or over at the beach for second lunchette. After that it was a
variety of routes back to Taradale – we heard later that some folk had gone a very very long
way round the estuary and through the suburbs to get there!
Cyclists: Christine Hardie [organiser], Rodger Burn, Garry Smith, Heather Stephenson,
Dennis Beets, Pam Pike, Roy Frost, Scott Campbell, Peter Hewitt, Anne Cantrick,
Des Smith, Ray Manning, Lynn Walch, Alasdair Shaw, Joan Ruffell,
Graeme Hare

Maraekakaho Rides
Wed 27 March 2019
Our team of fifteen, seven riding electric assisted bikes, decided at Maraekakaho Hall to
break into three groups: a solo rider on Mangatahi Road, seven on Aorangi Road and eight
to do a Kereru Road-Salisbury Road circuit. We had been promised nor-west winds and
these were as severe as forecast with big gusts to remind us of their potential force. Each
group enjoyed the conditions as it was a mild, cloudy day. The Aorangi team returned to
base as it suited them. Meanwhile the Kereru Road riders had three downs and up before
arriving at Kereru Early Chilhood Centre, whose staff once again invited us in for a
lunch/toilet stop. They are very hospitable folk in Kereru. Soon after leaving at 12:30 we
were rising steadily to Gwavas Road - Salisbury Road junction at 546m where the four
electric bikers showed the 100% pedal power people just how useful they were. After four
to five kilometres of gravel road it was a very easy descent to Highway 50. Up on the
higher roads, exposed to extreme winds, the white PVC road edge markers were frequently
broken off or bent over from wind rattle whipping them back and forth. The group I was
biking with on the narrowest section of HW50 had five logging trucks in convoy pass them.
A tight fit!! The last car was away by 2:30pm from Maraekakaho, a very enjoyable day on
our bikes.
GRH
Cyclists: Roy Frost, Rodger Burn, Garry Smith, Jim Hewes, Pam Pike, Sharon Wellwood,
Christine Hardie, Lyn Gentry, Ian Stewart, Dennis Beets, Ray Manning,
Anne Cantrick, Joan Ruffell, Alasdair Shaw, Graeme Hare [organiser]

Electric Revolution
Every BoB cycle ride now includes up to a dozen regular ebikes in the mix – nearly half of
an average turnout! A Stuff article printed last year explained the main reasons for their
appeal: speed [competitive with a car over shorter distances in urban areas], wind [no
longer a problem in your face all the time], clothes [you don’t get such a sweat up on longer
rides and your riding wardrobe choice is therefore wider], safety [rapid acceleration gives a
greater ability to avoid dodgy drivers] and cost [admittedly more than a traditional bike but
way less than running a car]. As the writer said, ebikes are awesome so bring it on.
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Cycle the Tukituki Circuit
Wed 24 April 2019
There was some doubt about a bike ride today but 10 cyclists decided it was worth the
gamble regarding the weather.Some of our hardy Taradale team cycled over to join us in
Havelock North whilst Graeme and Lynn cycled direct to eventually meet us at Clearview.
We took off along River Road to Haumoana cycleway in overcast conditions. The rain
came down as we crossed to Black Bridge so we had to stop to put on coats. Sharon turned
back because of low power and the rest of us got suitably wet before arriving in good spirits
at Clearview for gas heaters, hot tea, coffee and scones. Des and Ray carried on to Clifton
Hygge Cafe and then parts unknown for another epic journey. Follow them on Strava if you
dare. The rest of us dried out, ate happily and cruised back to Fulford Road.
The good news that came through to make our day is that the government is to develop a
further 38km of local cycle tracks plus improvements which means an even better selection
of rides for us. Bring it on!
RB
Cyclists: Heather Stephenson, Sharron Wellwood, Christine Hardie, Lynn Walch,
Pete Hewitt, Ray Manning, Alan Berry, Des Smith, Graeme Hare,
Rodger Burn (Organiser)

Dartmoor and Apley Road Circuit
Wed 8 May 2019
A good-sized group left Guppy Road and headed west along the Omarunui stopbanks on a
clear, cool day. The number of electric bikes is increasing markedly which makes for some
pretty impressive hill work these days. We got to Puketapu Reserve on Dartmoor Road and
had a leisurely tea and sammie stop [with flying fox rides for some]; we also had an
interesting chat with the workers who were replenishing the bark bases under the swings
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and slides – they used to be employees of HBRC and now they are contractors. They said
that it means that they now get lots of flash tee shirts with logos!!
Eventually we drifted off further along the road towards Sacred Hill. Des had already gone
and we discovered later that he did a massive circuit towards the back blocks of
Whanawhana before turning east along Puketitiri Road on his way home via Bay View, we
think. Not for beginners! The rest of us continued to the reserve below Sacred Hill Winery
where Mr Hare declared that a second lunchette was necessary. Then it was back to the
Apley Road junction. At this point the electric trio [Rodger, Pete and Ray] motored up the
hill to do the circuit and joined the rest of us later at Puketapu Pub. This was another
opportunity for eating and drinking for any riders who had not refreshed themselves earlier
before trundling back to Taradale.
Cyclists: Christine Hardie, Garry Smith [organiser], Ian Stewart, Alasdair Shaw,
Joan Ruffell, Rodger Burn, Jim Hewes, Ray Manning, Des Smith, Pete Hewitt,
Peter Bailey, Pam Pike, Sharron Wellwood, Graeme Hare, Roy Frost, Heather
Stephenson, Margaret Graham
Otane, Patangata, Waipawa Bike Ride
Wed 22 May 2019
Eleven of us set off from McCauley’s Café in Otane on a brilliantly fine, calm day. As we
climbed up Elsthorpe Rd heading for Patangata, we encountered quite a heavy fog which
reduced visibility for those of us wearing spectacles, to just about zero… However, by the
time we dropped down onto Middle Rd, the fog had all but disappeared, revealing a
spectacular sunny view up and down the Tukituki River valley. We regrouped there, and
whilst waiting for the tail enders to arrive, checked out a new housing subdivision. The
views from the sections were stunning, and the location, a fly fisherman’s paradise…The
views from the Patangata Bridge were pretty good too, and after we had regrouped there,
we all cycled onto the Tamumu Bridge, gravel pit area, where we had our morning tea
break.
After a nice cuppa tea, a good natter, and something to eat, six of our party decided to go
back via Tod Rd, for their lunch at the Otane, McCauley’s Café. The rest of the group, Ian,
Lyn, Graeme, Ray and Des, continued along Pourerere Rd to have their lunch break sitting
in the sun on a park table just along from the Waipawa monument. Heading north, back
along the main road, we encountered quite an intimidating sight of a large vehicle convoy
of the mongrel mob, accompanied by a single, somewhat ineffectual looking, police
vehicle, ticketing one of the mob car occupants. Our return ride back to Otane was via
Racecourse Rd, and White Rd. It was nice to be able to join up with the rest of our group
for a catch-up outside the Café before we all dispersed in our cars heading for home at
around 2pm.
D.S.
Cyclists: Rodger Burn, Graeme Hare, Ray Manning, Heather Stephenson,
Sharron Wellwood, Pam Pike, Christine Hardie, Ian Stewart, Lyn Gentry,
Garry Smith, Des Smith [organizer]
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Committee
New Members: welcome to Colin Jones and Daniel Haddock who have recently become
club members. Colin first tramped with us around 40 years ago and has rejoined us after
going on last November’s Tamaki River – Apiti Track tramp. Daniel first came out with us
on our January Waikare Beach walk.
Club Strategy: club members spent a meeting night looking at all the barriers to
membership, management and attendance and also looked at issues relating to huts and
transport. Good ideas were put forward by those attending. The next stage to this is to find
ways of overcoming these barriers and issues and this will be the focus of another meeting
night in the next month or so. We hope as many of you as possible will come along to this
meeting and help with the strategy.
Cairn Rebuild: Alan Berry and Graeme Hare recently made a trip up to The Cairn to
consider the work required to make it great again. They concluded that the cairn needs
tidying up rather than re-building.
[Editor – Please refer to Tramping Trip Report 2446]
Social Times: it is time for another gathering away from the hills so keep Saturday July
13th free for a meal out. Our last get-together, an end of Daylight Savings BBQ and games
night in the shed by the truck, was enjoyed by those who attended.
Meetings: as well as the planned meeting entertainment we have had a number of
members entertain us with short items, e.g. Alan P with his tramping bloopers, Colin J and
Kim M both with reports and photos of their respective tramps in the South Island and Alan
B with his motorhome jaunt. It would be great to see a few more impromptu short (fiveish
minutes) items from members - particularly on useful equipment/gadgets or aspects of
tramping.
Saturday tramps: we want to find if there is a demand for day tramps on Saturdays so,
starting this Pohokura, there will be a Saturday tramp in each issue of the Pohokura. The
first one is to Rough Block at Cape Kidnappers on 6 July.
Club’s E-Presence: we need to keep HTC’s web-site and Facebook page up-to-date. This
can be better achieved if club members provide the information and photos on tramps in a
timely manner, preferably without a reminder. Also, if trip lists or meeting schedules are
not current send an email to htc@orcon.net.nz alerting us to this asap.
Club Calendar: please send entries for the 2020 club calendar to
janice.love1944@gmail.com by JUNE 19th. Include a caption, place and names of people
in the photo; photos preferably taken on club tramps within the last year.
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Photo Competition: categories for the photo competition are:
ABOVE BUSHLINE (With no Human Element)
ABOVE BUSHLINE (With a Human Element)
BELOW BUSHLINE (With no Human Element)
BELOW BUSHLINE (With a Human Element)
HISTORIC
NATIVE FLORA & FAUNA
CLUB CHARACTER
All photos must be taken within New Zealand which is defined as within our Exclusive
Economic Zone. This includes the following islands: North, South, Stewart, Chatham,
Kermadec, Sub-Antarctic. Except for the historic category, photos must be taken since 1st
January, 2017. Historic photos should be taken before 2000.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Items for Sale:
The club has a number of useful tramping items for sale at discounted prices.
New Topo 50 Maps:
$5.00
Large blue survival bags
$5.00
Smaller white pack liners
$2.50
Metal HTC club badges
$8.00
Blue HTC caps
$17.00
Safety in the Mountains
$5.00
These can all be ordered from Penny Isherwood Ph 844 9994 or email
p.isherwood@orcon.net.nz
Orders are collated in batches to save on courier charges so you may not get your maps
straight away.
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Heretaunga Tramping Club Meeting and Trip Information
Date
2019

Chairperson

Upcoming Meetings
Speaker and Topic

5 June

Pam Turner

HTC Strategy Plan

19 June Anne Cantrick

John Berry
Anchor Island – Dusky Sound

3 July

Anne Cantrick and John Montgomerie
Stewart Island
Photo Competition

17 July

John
Montgomerie
Brent Hickey

31 July

Scott Campbell All Members

14 Aug

Anne Doig

28 Aug

Penny
Isherwood

11 Sept

Philip Mardon

25 Sept

Graeme Hare

9 Oct
23 Oct

Host/Supper

H – Jude Hay
S – Anne Doig
H – Philip Mardon
S – Judy McBride
H – Janice Love
S – Marion Nicholson
H – Raewyn Ricketts
S – Kim Morgan
H – Fred Chesterman
S – Laura & Alan

Susan Lopdell
FMC Trip – Best of the West USA
All Members

H – Alan Berry
S – Pam Turner
H – Graeme Hare
S – Colin Jones

Fred Chesterman
Farming has been my Life
Colin Jones
Hokitika Valley

H – Randall Goldfinch
S – Garry Smith
H – Janice Love
S – Des Smith

Lex Smith

Quiz Night

Pam Turner

All Members

H – Susan Lopdell
S – Ray manning
H – Scott Campbell
S – Graeme Hare

Meetings Sub-Committee: Graeme Hare, Philip Mardon
We want ideas for club night speakers and activities.
Supper: Put out cups, wash dishes, leave kitchen clean and tidy, and generally help Joan
and Alasdair. Sweep floors and check that heaters and lights are off at the end of the
meeting. Don’t drag the furniture as it marks the floor.
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ARE YOU FIT ENOUGH TO TRAMP?
Even the easiest of club trips requires a reasonable degree of fitness and from time to
time, tramps have been seriously delayed by unfit party members. While individuals may
have varying degrees of basic fitness it is unlikely that a person who has a sedentary job
or who plays no sport will manage an average B Party trip. The best preparation for
tramping is tramping and there are hilly places in Napier and close to Hastings which
make excellent training areas. For example, a walk from the cattle-stop car park in Te
Mata Park to the top of the peak via the big redwoods and back to the cattle-stop via the
roadside track with an eight kilogram pack should take about 70 - 80 minutes. Further,
this pace should be able to be maintained for five to six hours.
TRIP GRADINGS
EASY:
4-6 hours tramping - suitable for beginners.
MEDIUM:
6-8 hours tramping - suitable for those with some experience.
HARD:
7 hrs+ tramping - experience and a high level of fitness necessary.
Unless specified an “A” trip would have a HARD grading and a “B” trip a MEDIUM grading.

GEAR LIST FOR DAY & WEEKEND TRAMPS
DAY TRIPS
WEEKEND TRIPS
Wear/Carry
Pack and pack liner
Boots and gaiters
Socks
Parka and over-trou
Fast-drying shorts
Fleece or woollen
jumper
Long-johns & singlet
Sunhat & warm hat
Gloves/mittens
Overmitts
Whistle

Carry
Map & compass
High energy snacks
At least a litre of water
Lunch
First aid kit
Torch, spare batteries and bulb
Sunscreen
Emergency food
Survival kit (whistle, cord,
matches, pencil, paper)
Complete set of spare warm
clothing

All items listed for day trip plus
Sleeping bag
Sleeping mat
Food for three additional meals
Cooker, billy and matches or lighter
Extra snacks
Toilet gear, small towel
and toilet paper
Additional warm clothes
Plate, mug, cutlery
Tent/fly if required

Leave at vehicle: Complete set of clothing for the return trip and a mug with
tea/coffee/chocolate or whatever to have a hot drink from the Clibbornette.
OVERDUE TRAMPERS
Although returning parties plan to be out of the bush before dark safety considerations must
come first. This may mean that parties are late returning to transport. Even after arriving
back at the transport, it may take two hours or more to return to the embarkation point.
Beginners should make sure that anyone who might worry about them is informed of this.
Leaders will try to get a message through to one of the “overdue contact” people listed
below if a trip return seems likely to be later than 10:00 pm. All newcomers should ensure
that their own emergency number is noted in the party list that the leader leaves in town.
For all enquiries about overdue trampers please ring one of the following:
John Montgomerie 877 7358 Graeme Hare 844 8656 Glenda Hooper 877 4183
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TRIP LIST 2018
Although the area for the trip is generally adhered to, the
suggested objectives may change for a number of reasons. For
pre-trip enquiries contact the organiser or John Montgomerie,
Ph 877 7358. Please email trip requests to htc@orcon.net.nz
Cancellations: If you cannot make a trip please contact the leader BEFOREHAND so as
to avoid unnecessary delays for the rest of the party.
Wed 29 May
Spooners Hill
A pretty walk in the bush and also to other areas in the vicinity.
Organiser: Roy Frost Ph 021 0238 4519
1-3 June
Queens Birthday - Ruahines
$15
Map BL36
From Kashmir Farm wander in to one of our club huts, Howletts, via Daphne Ridge; Sunday
head southwards to Longview Hut via Oroua Saddle, Otumore and Pohangina Saddle. On
Monday return to the transport; possible alternative is to stay at Daphne Hut and return.
Organiser: John Montgomerie Ph 877 7358
Wed 7 June
Cycle Park Island to Bay View various options.
Organiser: Garry Smith Ph 844 9931
Sun 9 June
Te Kooti’s Lookout
$15
Map BH39
This trip is dependent on getting permission from the landowners. Cross over the bridge on
the Mohaka and wander along forestry road then ascend to the remants of Te Kooti’s
Lookout; there were two totem poles remaining when the club last visited this historic spot.
Wed 12 June
Walks in Te Mata Park
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
Wed 19 June
Cycle Ride Somewhere in CHB
Organiser: Alasdair Shaw Ph 877 6225
22/23 June
Sunrise/Top Maropea - Ruahines
$15
Map BK36
Up to Sunrise and on to Top Maropea Hut for the night, or stay at Sunrise Hut; opportunity
for a really easy walk to Triplex Hut for the night for those less adventurous. There will be
magnificent views from Armstrong Saddle and no gales. Out of booking period so tickets or
hut pass apply.
Organiser: Joan Ruffell Ph 877 6225
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Wednesday Trip details may sometimes be changed due to unsuitable conditions; if
organisers are unavailable for their turn please contact Rodger Burn or Christine Hardie
Wed 26 June
Clover Patch – Kaweka FP
Start from Littles Clearing.
Organiser: Scott Campbell Ph 879 8554
Wed 3 July
Pakowhai Park to Hastings Golf Club
Via Fernhill and the intervening stopbanks.
Organiser: Joan Ruffell Ph 877 6225
Sat 6 July
Rough Block – Cape Kidnappers
$10
Map BK40
This is planned as a Saturday trip so, with permission from the landowner, we will go to
Rough Block at Cape Kidnappers. This is part of the fenced-off reserve at the cape which
consists of an old kanuka forest with remnants of native bush and new natives growing
through. John Berry runs a trap line there and hopefully he will be there to give us further
insights into the area.
Organiser: John Berry Ph 877 6205
Wed 10 July
A Mystery Walk
Let the mystery master devise an outing for us.
Organiser: Graeme Hare Ph 844 8656
Wed 17 July
Cycle Near Havelock North
A saunter round the environs and back roads of this town.
Organiser: Alan Berry Ph 877 7223
20/21 July
Morere/Mahia Area
$20
Maps BH42/43 BJ43
Leaving Saturday morning and staying at Morere’s tearoom accommodation: lots of walks
within the scenic reserve and at Mahia. Beach or forest walks followed by the hot pools. A
social weekend in an idyllic spot. Any accomodation cost will be extra.
Wed 24 July
Sunrise Hut – Ruahines
Check out the most popular spot in this area.
Organiser: Des Smith Ph Mob 022 3706 118
Wed 31 July
Seafield Road Cycle
Gather at Park Island and head north-west.
Organiser: Heather Stephenson Ph 843 9157
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Sun 4 August
Kaweka Hut Site
$15
Map BJ37
From Lakes Road carpark over the Tutaekuri River [probably dry feet] and up to the hut site
with memorial plaque. There’s an opportunity to ascend the spur to the main ridgeline and
descend via Rogue Ridge to the main track.
Organiser: Des Smith Mob Ph 022 3706 118
Wed 7 August
Endsleigh Road Track
Another wander around the reserves and trails of Havelock.
Organiser: Barbara Philips Ph 877 5459
Wed 14 August
Napier City Murals Cycle
A leisurely look at the Oceans Festival Murals of which there are now over 50.
Organiser: Graeme Hare Ph 844 8656
Sun 18 August
Te Irirnga Hut Site – Kaimanawa FP
$20
Map BH37
Up the Taupo Road, in towards Poronui Station as far as the midway point of Clements Road
on to Te Iringa carpark and through a great beech forest to the hut site with views.
Organiser: Anne Doig Ph 878 8694
Wed 21 August
Beach Walk
A look at a HB coastal area - subject to tides.
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
Wed 28 August
Cycle to Camp David
Start near Havelock North; challenge yourself again with Chocolate Fish Hill.
Organiser: Christine Hardie Ph 844 9590
31 Aug/1 Sept
Rangiwahia Hut – Ruahine FP
$30
Map BL36
To the less-visited western Ruahines: Renfrew Roadend and up the track to Rangawahia Hut.
This is a gateway DoC hut like Sunrise. It will be outside the hut booking period so only
tickets or annual hut passes needed. An option to be investigated is a track up onto the
Whanahuia Range from above Alice Nash Lodge in Oroua from Petersons Roadend. This
route ascends the lower Whanahuia Range before descending to Rangiwahia Hut for the
night with the group.
Organiser: John Montgomerie Ph 877 7358
Wed 4 September
Walk the Napier Hills
Always good to enjoy the HB vistas from the tops.
Organiser: Garry Smith Ph 844 9931
Wed 11 September
Crownthorpe Cycle
Start at Pukehamoamoa and head for the old church.
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
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15 September
Red Island
$10
Map BL39
With low tide at around 12 noon this is a great day walk near Waimarama. We will leave
from Waimarama Domain and follow the beach line south - on a sandy beach for a short time
and then rock-hopping for most of the 2-3 hour walk to the island. Red Island is of volcanic
origin and is built up from many layers of coloured rocks. Lunch will be had at the island
before the return back north along the shore.
Organiser: Glenda Hooper Ph 877 4183
Wed 18 September
Kuripapanpo Hill – Kaweka FP
Go to the lookout, the top or the lakes.
Organiser: Christine Hardie Ph 844 9590

$15

Map BJ37

Wed 25 September
Central Hawkes Bay Cycle
Immerse yourself in the rolling countryside along quiet roads.
Organiser: Alasdair Shaw Ph 877 6225
28/29 September
Kiwi Saddle Hut
$15
Map BJ37
Into our club hut from Lakes Road carpark: on a good day it is worth going up the ridge
behind the hut for an hour or so to get views across to Ngamatea in the west and the main
Kaweka range to the north. The keen ones could do the circuit up to Kaiarahi and down
Rogue ridge and so loop back to the carpark.
Organiser: Graeme Hare Ph 844 8656
Wed 2 October
Kaweka Flats
A pleasant walk through the beech forest; maybe a squiz at Iron Whare!
Organiser: Scott Campbell Ph 879 8554
Wed 9 October
Cycle to Kahuranaki Hill
Start at Red Bridge and head south.
Organiser: Jim Hewes Ph 877 6784
12/13 October
Coppermine Area - Ruahines
$15
Maps BM35
We will travel down to the Woodville area and from Coppermine road walk alongside the
stream to the site of an abandoned Coppermine. Retracing our steps to the Wharite track
junction we climb up 500 metres to the telecommunication tower with views along the
southern Ruahine range.
Organiser: Susan Lopdell Ph 844 6697
Wed 16 October
Tramp to Stansfield Hut - Ruahines
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
Wed 23 October
A cycle ride from Clive to Bay View.
Organiser: Mr Lyn Gentry Ph 875 0542
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25/26/27/28 October

We will decide between the following

Western Tararua’s Based at the Otaki Forks roadend carpark with endless options to do.
Or
Pirongia Forest In the Waikato also has a lot of walking opportunities.
Let us know which you prefer.
Wed 30 October
A Boundary Stream – Shines Falls walk.
Organiser: Joan Ruffell Ph 877 6225
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